Electricity prices vary across provinces, as well as across industrial, commercial and residential consumers. Overall electricity costs and rate structures matter for economically efficient power consumption and for provincial competitiveness.
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To provide a comparative view of electricity costs across Canada, this Commentary presents cost estimates for each province’s electricity system in 2018 and monthly costs facing representative consumer profiles in each province for 2019.

In 2018, Ontario, Nova Scotia and Alberta had the highest unit system costs for power – estimated at $143/MWh in Ontario, $133/MWh in Nova Scotia and $122/MWh in Alberta. Provinces relying predominantly on hydro generation have the lowest unit system costs: in 2018, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador had the lowest unit system costs at $70/MWh, followed by Manitoba ($87/MWh) and British Columbia ($97/MWh).

However, while useful in comparing electricity costs across provinces, the system cost in a given province is not charged uniformly to each consumer class. The complex set of rate components results in unit power costs (i.e., $/MWh) that, in turn, differ between consumer classes. In most provinces, industrial consumers pay the lowest unit power costs, followed by commercial consumers, with small business and residential consumers paying the highest unit costs. The exception is Ontario, where taxpayer-funded rebates result in very low power costs for residential and small business consumers while industrial and commercial consumers face higher costs relative to other provinces.

As well, electricity costs have increased for various consumer classes over the past five years – particularly in Ontario and Alberta. The analysis of components of systems’ costs and consumers’ rates revealed that growth in Alberta’s system costs and consumer rates was primarily driven by increases in transmission and distribution costs, while in Ontario, heightened energy costs (through the growing Global Adjustment, which covers the gap between contract costs and market rates) drove increased costs for non-residential consumers. Although Ontario’s industrial consumers may benefit from the Industrial Conservation Initiative (the “ICI,” under which a consumer may reduce its share of the Global Adjustment by avoiding the year’s five highest peak demand periods), such rate reductions are not automatic, and any reduction of the Global Adjustment under the ICI for a given consumer shifts these costs onto other consumers.

This analysis of electricity prices underscores several important policy considerations. These are particularly relevant as policymakers contemplate changes to the design of markets and structure of electricity rates. First is closer alignment of the marginal prices (that is, the price of an incremental unit of electricity), facing different classes of consumers with the marginal costs for providing electricity – for example, introduction of dynamic or time-of-use pricing, as well as critical peak pricing and direct load control. Second is the efficient allocation of fixed system costs (e.g., the infrastructure for transmission and distribution, as well as the costs of generation) – for example, through lower prices for more price-sensitive consumers to avoid defection of load or departure from the grid.

Finally, policymakers should scrutinize the competitiveness of a province’s overall system costs in order to ensure the efficient attraction and retention of economic activity. If all other costs are equal, an industrial firm – particularly in a trade-exposed, electricity-intensive industry – will rationally locate production in the jurisdiction where the producer minimizes its electricity costs. Therefore, the comparative costs of generating electricity can be an important source of comparative advantage for a given province – for example, the access to relatively low-cost hydroelectric resources in Quebec or Manitoba.
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This Commentary provides a comparative view of power prices across Canada and explores the impact from the structure of rates on electricity consumption by residential, commercial, industrial and farm consumers.

The structure and level of power prices matter to the economic efficiency of power consumption. The costs for power facing commercial or industrial consumers also influence the attractiveness of locating business in a given jurisdiction – particularly electricity-intensive industries with internationally traded products. As the composition of power generation shifts and consumers increase and broaden their reliance on electricity for energy needs (e.g., vehicle electrification), it will be increasingly important to align consumption incentives (i.e., electricity rates) with system costs. Advances in technology increasingly enable real-time responses of demand to pricing, and a mismatch between rate structure and system costs can induce economically inefficient depression of power consumption and excessive investments in distributed generation. A comparative picture of power costs across Canada can inform policymaking and planning for electricity systems.

This Commentary examines the structure and level of power prices across Canadian provinces, including how these differ across consumer classes (e.g., industrial, small business or residential) and have changed over time. Provinces – and indeed service areas – have specific rate structures and various tariff components, and this compilation and presentation of electricity costs therefore represents a unique contribution. To compare pricing for each consumer class, the analysis in this paper incorporates a survey of rates from each power provider and applies these to defined profiles for each consumer type. Additionally, this paper compares the normalized system cost of power – defined here as the total revenues from domestic consumers divided by domestic consumption – across provinces.

Comparing power prices – particularly across jurisdictions – is not a straightforward exercise. The cost for power facing a given consumer class typically involves a set of fixed charges and variable rates (i.e., a charge for each unit of power consumed). For certain consumers in certain provinces, power is charged in blocks, with either increasing or decreasing prices with greater consumption. As well, commercial or industrial consumers frequently face demand charges set according to the given consumer’s average or maximum load and certain provinces provide incentives for reducing demand in particular hours. This paper breaks down the contribution of fixed, demand, variable and energy components of power rates to the overall costs facing different consumer classes. Although power rates for each consumer class follow roughly similar designs across provinces, the costs for different components can differ significantly.

The authors thank Farah Omran, William B.P Robson, Jeremy Kronick, Jan Carr, Kevin Dawson, Adam Gaffney, Jim Hinds, and Derek Olmstead, staff at the Canada Energy Regulator, and anonymous reviewers for comments on an earlier draft. The authors retain responsibility for any errors and the views expressed.

1 This comprehensive dataset of tariffs for power across provinces is available on request.
This Commentary shows that the normalized system cost of power (i.e., the cost of each province’s electricity system to domestic consumers on a $ per MWh basis) differs significantly across provinces. Such system costs include generation, transmission, and distribution costs. For a system as a whole, some costs may be variable (for example, fuel for generation or payments to power producers) and others are fixed, at least in the short run (for example, infrastructure to deliver power). In 2018, Ontario, Nova Scotia and Alberta had the highest unit system costs for power – estimated at $143/MWh in Ontario, $133/MWh in Nova Scotia and $122/MWh in Alberta. Provinces relying predominantly on hydro generation had the lowest unit system costs: in 2018, Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador had the lowest unit system costs at $70/MWh, followed by Manitoba ($87/MWh) and British Columbia ($97/MWh).

While useful in comparing electricity costs across provinces, the system cost in a given province is not charged uniformly to each consumer class. The complex set of rate components results in unit power costs (i.e., $/MWh) that, in turn, differ between consumer classes. In most provinces, industrial consumers pay the lowest unit power costs, followed by commercial consumers, with small business and residential consumers paying the highest unit costs. The exception is Ontario, where taxpayer-funded rebates result in very low power costs for residential and small business consumers while industrial and larger commercial consumers face higher costs relative to other provinces.

While certain industrial consumers may benefit from incentives to limit demand at particular times, such rate reductions are not automatic. For example, Ontario’s Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) requires an industrial consumer to correctly predict and dramatically reduce consumption during the five hours with highest system-wide consumption. Even when taking into account average savings for large industrial consumers under Ontario’s ICI,
power costs for the industrial consumer profile analyzed in this paper would remain above all other provinces except Nova Scotia.

This paper proceeds by: first, comparing unit system costs across major provinces; second, providing an overview of power consumption and consumer rate structures across provinces; third, based on defined profiles for each consumer class, comparing estimated monthly power costs across provinces; fourth, exhibiting changes in power prices in the past five years for select provinces; and, finally, commenting on implications for the efficient structuring of power prices.

PART I

Comparative System Costs across Provinces

Figure 1 exhibits estimates of comparative system costs for domestic consumers across provinces in 2018. The basis for this comparison is the sum of revenues paid by domestic consumers in each province, as well as changes to regulatory deferral accounts,3 normalized by the total power consumption from each province’s grid.

For provinces with an effective monopoly provider of electricity (all provinces except Ontario and Alberta),4 the estimates reflect the consumer revenues and regulatory deferrals by the respective Crown corporation. For Ontario and Alberta, the estimates reflect the aggregation across the different components of the electricity system (generation, transmission, distribution and system operation). Since the aim is to estimate the relative costs to domestic consumers within the respective province, revenues from exported power are not included in the estimate.5

Dividing the respective revenues and regulatory deferrals by the total power consumption from the grid provides a normalized estimate of each province’s relative costs to consumers.

Based on these estimates, Ontario faced the highest system costs in 2018, followed by Nova Scotia and Alberta. Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador had the lowest system costs, followed by Manitoba and British Columbia. Provinces with greater weight placed on hydroelectric power achieved lower relative system costs (see Figure 2).

The comparison of relative system costs is complicated by differing market structures across provinces.

3 A regulatory deferral account balance is an amount of expense or income that qualifies to be deferred because the amount is included, or is expected to be included, by a rate regulator in establishing the price that an entity can charge to customers for rate-regulated goods or services. Regulatory deferrals are included in these estimates of system costs because these are included in the Crown corporation’s accounting of its comprehensive income and reflect in-year costs by the given regulated entity to be recovered from consumers in future rates.

4 In British Columbia, BC hydro serves approximately 90 percent of the province; however, certain areas are served by Fortis and certain cities (e.g., New Westminster) also maintain local distributors.

5 It should be noted that provinces with significant power exports may have invested in additional transmission capacity to enable interconnection with export markets. The approach used in this paper for provinces with vertically integrated electricity providers (e.g., British Columbia, Manitoba or Quebec) avoids this problem: in these provinces, the system cost reflects revenues only from domestic consumers and this is normalized by electricity consumption by these domestic consumers. This is therefore only a potential discrepancy in Ontario and Alberta where the analysis uses revenues for each component of the system (i.e., generation, transmission, distribution and system administration). Because transmission is available to all electricity dispatched in these markets, the available data for transmission revenues do not distinguish between those from domestic and export consumers.
**Figure 1: Normalized Domestic Consumer Revenues* for Selected Provinces in 2018**

* Domestic consumer revenues reflect total revenues from domestic (i.e. intra-province) customers, normalized by domestic sales.

** Financial statements for various provincial power corporations account for changes in regulatory deferral accounts; these reflect costs and revenues that are to be included in regulated rates for customers in the future.

† Ontario consumer revenues normalized based on annual consumption by Class A and Class B consumers.

Note: Under Ontario’s Fair Hydro Plan, $861 million were allocated to variance accounts to offset subsidies to certain consumers; however, funding subsidies by deferrals did not reduce payments to producers.

Sources: BC Hydro, AESO, AUC, SaskPower, Manitoba Hydro, IESO, OEB, Hydro Quebec, NB Power, Nalcor, Emera.

**Figure 2: Normalized System Costs and Hydroelectric Share of Generation**

Sources: Statistics Canada (Table 25-10-0015-01); authors’ calculations from sources in Figure 1.
For those provinces with monopoly power providers, the annual reports of their respective Crown corporations report revenues from all consumers and the total consumption by each consumer class, as well as any changes to regulatory deferral accounts. Each of these provinces has a regulatory body that regulates the rates that participants in the power system charge for transmission and distribution services, as well as the rates facing end-use consumers.

For Ontario and Alberta, the costs to domestic consumers must be estimated by aggregating the revenues accruing from consumers to the different operators of each component of the system. Unlike other provinces, Ontario and Alberta have no monopoly electricity entity (i.e., not vertically integrated) and instead organize the supply of power with a variety of different operators involved in each component. For these provinces, estimating system costs requires summing revenues for power producers, distribution entities, transmission provision and system operation. The first section below describes the estimation of system costs and basis for normalizing these estimates in Ontario. The next section provides a similar description of normalized system costs for Alberta.

For all provinces, trade in electricity with other jurisdictions both delivers power imports for domestic (i.e., intra-province) consumption and provides revenues through the export of power. It is beyond the scope of this paper to relate the costs of electricity imports and revenues from exports to the relative domestic power costs in each province. However, further below this paper discusses the extent of each province’s trade in electricity and, where available, the relative export and import prices for power.

**Ontario Normalized Electricity System Costs**

Figure 3 exhibits the estimated revenues from each component of Ontario’s electricity system. All revenues are in current dollars (i.e., rather than adjusted for inflation).

For Ontario, various companies operate facilities to generate power, deriving revenue under long-term power contracts (amounts paid under these contracts are aggregated into the “Global Adjustment”) and from payments in the a real-time wholesale market (the “Hourly Ontario Energy Price” or “HOEP”). Ontario’s wholesale market is operated by the Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), which collects administration fees to fund its operations.

To estimate revenues for power producers in Ontario, this paper sums the annual Global Adjustment amounts and the estimated Ontario

---

6 Figure 3 does not directly include the fiscal costs from Ontario’s taxpayer-funded Global Adjustment Rebate for residential and small business consumers. The fiscal costs of these rebates and impact on consumer electricity costs are further discussed in Box 2 below. However, the fiscal costs for the rebates do not impact this calculation of Ontario’s system costs: the rebates offset certain consumers’ net costs for the Global Adjustment but do not reduce the amount of payments to producers funded by the Global Adjustment.

7 Certain power generation assets (e.g., nuclear and hydro owned by Ontario Power Generation) face regulated rates. The Global Adjustment includes amounts for these assets. As well, the Global Adjustment also includes amounts for conservation programs. Costs for conservation programs comprised approximately 3 percent of total Global Adjustment charges in 2019 and 4 percent in 2018. Costs for contracted power and regulated rates comprised 97 percent of the Global Adjustment in 2019 and 95 percent in 2018.

8 More specifically, the HOEP is the average of the 12 market clearing prices set in each hour (i.e., new market clearing price is set every five minutes). The HOEP reflects the weighted average of these five-minute prices.
Figure 3: Ontario Estimated Electricity System Costs

HOEP revenue. Again, the Global Adjustment reflects recovery of contracted or rate-regulated prices that is not funded by the wholesale market price (HOEP).  
Almost all transmission in Ontario is provided by Hydro One, a publicly listed and privatized corporation in which the Ontario government is the controlling shareholder. Hydro One operates transmission facilities under regulated tariffs and charges distributors and directly connected consumers for transmission services. Distribution services are provided by various local distributors.

9 The estimated Ontario HOEP revenue is calculated by multiplying the annual weighted average HOEP by the amount of power drawn from Ontario’s IESO-operated system by intra-provincial consumers (defined as “Ontario Demand” by the IESO). Therefore, for consistency with the exclusion of export revenues in other provinces, this estimate excludes revenues from exported electricity.

10 Since many contracts are structured to provide fixed prices for generators (i.e., with payments through the Global Adjustment funding the difference between a generator’s realized wholesale price and the contract price), the Global Adjustment has grown markedly as the average HOEP has declined. This dynamic is elaborated in Box 2 below.
(including Hydro One) that service distribution-connected consumers in given geographic service areas. The Ontario Energy Board regulates these local distribution companies (LDCs) and annually collects financial reporting of their revenues.

Note that these estimates of costs exclude fees collected for programs administered by the IESO and any charges or other payments resulting from government assumption of debt or support for capital costs. A comparison and comprehensive analysis of non-rate channels for subsidizing system components is beyond the scope of this paper. This approach of examining revenues for each system component that are paid by ratepayers is conceptually consistent with the view of revenues from each ratepayer class in other provinces.

To normalize Ontario’s system costs for comparison with other provinces, this estimate of Ontario’s system cost is divided by the total consumption by all domestic consumers (i.e., both Class A and Class B) reported by the IESO in its Global Adjustment reporting. This normalized system cost from 2014 to 2018 is shown in Figure 5.

Other measures of power consumption in Ontario are illustrated in Figure 4. “Ontario Demand” reflects the total power drawn from Ontario’s IESO-operated system and is exhibited for 2014-2018 on Figure 4. Also exhibited on Figure 4, “Market Demand” represents all power drawn from Ontario’s IESO-operated system, including exports of Ontario electricity. Ontario’s system also involves consumption of power from distribution-connected (“embedded”) generation (6.8 TWh of Ontario’s total estimated 144 TWh domestic consumption in 2018). The total generation from distribution-connected generation is reported for 2018 by the Ontario Energy Board, and the sum of Ontario Demand and this distribution-connected generation is illustrated in Figure 4.

Based on the estimate of system cost in Figure 3 and consumption by domestic consumers (Class A and Class B) in Figure 4, Figure 5 exhibits Ontario’s normalized system costs in terms of dollars per MWh for the years from 2014 to 2018. This illustrates that the growth in Ontario’s system costs since 2014 have been driven by increases in the costs for producing power – particularly the increases in the Global Adjustment.

### Alberta Normalized Electricity System Costs

For Alberta, Figure 6 exhibits the estimated costs for domestic consumers of each component of the province’s electricity system from 2014 to 2018. All revenues are in current dollars (i.e., rather than adjusted for inflation).

Energy market revenue is estimated based on Alberta’s system load multiplied by the weighted average price in Alberta’s wholesale energy market. The Alberta Electric System Operator (AESO) operates Alberta’s grid-provided power and Alberta’s competitive wholesale energy market – the so-called “power pool.” Revenues for Alberta’s power producers from domestic consumers primarily accrue through this energy-only power

---

11 Ontario Demand does not include power produced by “embedded generation” (that is, distribution-connected power generation) and delivered to distribution consumers by individual LDCs. This paper’s authors have been unable to obtain annual reporting of the total power produced by embedded generation in Ontario.

12 Such distribution-connected generation is small-scale generation located within local distribution companies’ territories. Since such generation is not transmitted on the IESO-operated grid, it is not included in “Ontario Demand.”
**Figure 4: Annual Ontario Power Consumption**

![Graph showing annual Ontario power consumption](image)
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* Ontario Demand and Market Demand do not include distribution-connected ("embedded") generation.
Sources: Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Ontario Energy Board.

**Figure 5: Ontario Estimated Normalized System Costs**

![Graph showing normalized system costs](image)
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Notes:
- Transmission revenue based on Hydro One reporting and includes tariff revenues from exporters.
- Normalized based on annual consumption by Class A and Class B consumers. This does not include distribution-connected ("embedded") generation.
Sources: Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Ontario Energy Board, Hydro One.
market. For each hour, producers offer blocks of electricity into the power pool for given prices. Based on these offers, AESO constructs a “merit order” for dispatching electricity, scheduling dispatch in order of the lowest to the highest offers. For any hour, the marginal system price is determined based on the offer of the last dispatched producer on the merit order that balances supply and demand for the system. As an illustrative example, Figure 7 exhibits the average prices across the merit order of blocks of power offered by power producers on July 18, 2018.

Consumers from the AESO-operated system also make payments to or receive rebates from Alberta’s Balancing Pool. The Balancing Pool is a legacy of Alberta’s transition to a competitive electricity system and manages power purchase arrangements (PPAs) that facilitated that transition in the late 1990s/early 2000s. The net proceeds or costs from the PPAs held by the Balancing Pool are included because these are charged or rebated across all participants in the AESO-operated system.

---

13 Certain power producers have power purchase agreements with specific power consumers. However, such contracts relate to the bilateral settlement of payments between these consumers and producers at agreed power prices. Except where electricity is delivered directly from generators to consumers (e.g., an on-site co-generation plant), these producers still deliver energy onto Alberta’s grid and receive revenues based on the market-based energy price for the delivery. Since these are private arrangements by individual consumers and producers outside the AESO-operated system, these are not included in the revenues here. In contrast, balancing pool revenues/payments are included because these are charged or rebated across all participants in the AESO-operated system.
Pool have been rebated or charged as an annual consumer allocation. Many unprofitable PPAs held by private entities were terminated and thus returned to the Balancing Pool in 2015 and 2016, and since 2017 Alberta consumers have faced annual charges to recover these costs.\(^{14}\)

Alberta’s distribution tariff revenue has been compiled from reporting by Alberta’s four distributors (Enmax, Epcor, ATCO and FortisAlberta) to the Alberta Utilities Commission. Transmission revenues in Alberta are based on the reporting of “wires costs” by the AESO,\(^{15}\) and the costs associated with system operation based on AESO’s non-wires costs.

To normalize Alberta’s system costs, the estimate of system costs is divided by Alberta’s

---

14 Details of annual consumer allocations are provided by the Balancing Pool (Available online: http://www.balancingpool.ca/consumer-allocation-2001-2019/).

15 Since transmission costs are charged to consumers by the AESO for flow-through to transmission providers, AESO’s annual reporting provides a consistent figure for total payments. Transmission providers also report transmission tariff revenue to the Alberta Utilities Commission. Aggregate transmission tariff revenue compiled from this annual reporting roughly reconciles with the AESO wires costs. However, for consistency, wires costs are used here as the preferred source.
System Load, reported annually by the AESO. Figure 8 exhibits System Load for the years 2014 to 2018, as well as Alberta Internal Demand and Distribution Energy Sales. In contrast with System Load, Alberta Internal Demand includes power produced and consumed “behind the meter” (i.e., on-site generation that is not delivered to the grid). Distribution Energy Sales are calculated based on the annual reporting from distributors to the Alberta Utilities Commission and are a subcategory of System Load.

Figure 9 shows the estimated normalized system cost for Alberta from 2014 to 2018 (i.e., estimated total system costs in Figure 6 normalized by System Load in Figure 8). This illustrates how Alberta’s overall system costs have evolved as power prices declined and then rebounded over the interval. Based on this analysis, an increase in normalized system costs for Alberta’s system between 2014 and 2018 resulted from increases in the costs associated with distribution tariffs and, in particular, wires (i.e., transmission).

Imports and Exports of Electricity

An analysis of the impact of electricity trade on system costs in each province is beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless, electricity trade impacts the ultimate prices facing consumers, both through the cost of imports and revenues from exports. Since supply and demand on the grid must be balanced instantaneously, electricity imports may

---

16 AESO Annual Market Statistics (2019) report “average system load,” and the total system load is calculated by multiplying this average system load by 24 hours/day and 365 days/year.
17 The difference between Distribution Energy Sales and System Load reflects directly connected loads from the AESO-operated system.
fulfill consumption at a lower cost than domestic generation in certain hours. As well, exports may use generation capacity that would otherwise be idle and export revenues may thereby offset fixed costs for domestic consumers.

Based on data from Statistics Canada for 2018, Figure 10 shows each province’s exports and imports – both with other provinces and with U.S. jurisdictions – as well as generation and final supply. This shows the extent of power trade and overall supply in absolute terms, illustrating that, while a given province may be a net importer or net exporter, every province (with the exception of Newfoundland and Labrador) engages in significant bilateral trade of electricity. Many provinces will import electricity in certain hours (e.g., when the import price is less than the marginal cost for domestic generation) while exporting in other hours (e.g., when the export price is greater than the marginal cost for generation and available generation exceeds domestic demand). Given the different system structures across provinces, the extent of trade may depend on supply, demand and market prices in a given hour. As well, market rules (e.g., for offers into a real-time market), bilateral arrangements (e.g., contracted power) and transmission capacity (i.e., capacity of interconnections between grids) will also determine the extent of a province’s imports and exports.

As relative measures of trade for each province’s electricity system in 2018, Figure 11 exhibits the export share of generation in each province and Figure 12 exhibits the import share of final electricity supply. Alberta and Saskatchewan engaged in relatively minimal trade in electricity. Ontario and Quebec were net exporters but nonetheless imported significant amounts of electricity relative to final supply. While both were net importing provinces in 2018, British
Figure 10: 2018 Electricity Generation, Trade and Final Supply by Province

![Bar chart showing electricity generation, trade, and final supply by province for 2018.](chart10)

Source: Statistics Canada (Annual Supply and Disposition of Electric Power – Table 25-10-0021-01).

Figure 11: 2018 Export Share of Power Generation by Province

![Bar chart showing export share of power generation by province for 2018.](chart11)

Source: Statistics Canada (Annual Supply and Disposition of Electric Power – Table 25-10-0021-01).

Figure 12: 2018 Import Share of Final Supply of Electricity by Province

![Bar chart showing import share of final supply of electricity by province for 2018.](chart12)

Source: Statistics Canada (Annual Supply and Disposition of Electric Power – Table 25-10-0021-01).
Columbia and New Brunswick also exported significant amounts of power – roughly 15 percent of generation from British Columbia and over 20 percent from New Brunswick. Notably, Newfoundland and Labrador exports the vast majority of power produced in the province. This primarily reflects sales of power to Hydro-Quebec from the Churchill Falls generating station in Labrador under a 65-year take-or-pay contract that will expire in 2041.

Import and export prices also appear to differ widely across provinces. Where published data are available, Figure 13 provides average prices for exports and imports for the given province in 2018. The opportunities and prices for exporting and importing power will depend on demand and supply in adjacent jurisdictions. Therefore, geography imposes constraints on the extent of and returns to trade. The low average export price faced by Newfoundland and Labrador in 2018 reflects the long-term contract for export of generation from Churchill Falls to Quebec. Notably, Quebec’s average export price in 2018 was significantly higher than the average export price for Newfoundland and Labrador.

Note: Where not shown, export and/or import price for given province cannot be calculated from published information. Sources: BC Hydro, AESO, AUC, SaskPower, Manitoba Hydro, IESO, OEB, Hydro Quebec, NB Power, Nalcor, Emera.
PART II

COMPARATIVE POWER CONSUMPTION AND RATE STRUCTURES ACROSS PROVINCES

Provinces differ in the degree to which different classes of consumers consume electricity. Climatic differences and available sources of energy in each province contribute to these differences. As well, the different structure of industry across provinces results in differences in the composition of overall power demand.

Figure 14 shows these differences in composition of domestic electricity consumption. Relative to other provinces, industrial loads represent a much greater share of electricity consumption in Alberta and Saskatchewan, and residential consumers comprise significantly lower proportions. Residential consumers comprise a comparatively greater share of electricity consumption in East Coast provinces (excepting Prince Edward Island).

Consumption also varies for electricity during the day and the shape of hourly demand for the overall system also varies by season. With differing conditions and composition of demand, the hourly profile of demand will have a different shape between provinces.

To illustrate, Figure 15 compares the share of average daily consumption in each hour of the day between Ontario and Alberta in the summer and winter seasons of 2019. For both provinces, early morning hours comprise a low share of consumption. However, in each season, Alberta has a comparatively flatter profile for consumption relative to Ontario. In particular, Ontario’s grid experiences relatively more pronounced peaks during evening hours than Alberta. This follows from the composition of electricity demand in each province: as exhibited in Figure 14, residential consumers comprise a greater share of consumption in Ontario and typically use power during evening hours. In contrast, industrial loads dominate electricity consumption in Alberta, and Alberta’s large industrial facilities operate with a generally stable demand profile.

Residential consumers differ markedly in their energy use and electricity consumption across provinces. Figure 16 exhibits average residential energy consumption across provinces in 2018. This shows a significantly higher energy consumption per household in the prairie provinces than the all-province average. However, relative to other provinces, a much greater share of household energy use is supplied by natural gas (rather than electricity) in Alberta and Saskatchewan, while Manitoba households rely on electricity to a comparatively greater degree. In contrast, relatively little natural gas is used for household energy consumption in Quebec and the East Coast provinces. Finally, Ontario households have greater average energy consumption than the all-province average but consume proportionately more natural gas.

These differences in residential consumption across provinces follow from differing natural resource endowment and infrastructure for providing different energy sources (e.g., natural transmission and distribution) and relative prices (e.g., lower residential electricity prices in Manitoba), as well as climatic differences (e.g., greater heating degree days in prairie provinces).

These differences in extent and composition of energy use complicate comparisons for electricity between provinces. For example, Figure 17 exhibits average monthly residential electricity consumption by province, illustrating the wide variation across provinces. Average Alberta and Ontario households use much less electricity than the all-province average while average households in Manitoba, Quebec, New Brunswick and Newfoundland and Labrador use much more.

An additional complication for comparing power prices across consumer classes – and, indeed, establishing “average” profiles for consumers – is that definitions for consumer types differ by province and provider. Tariffs for electricity rates and reporting of consumption are often based on the characteristics for a given consumer’s electricity...
Figure 14: Share of Electricity Consumption in 2018 by Consumer Class for Canada and Provinces

Source: Statistics Canada (Energy Supply and Use – Table 2510003001).

Figure 15: Comparative Hourly Share of Average Daily Demand between Ontario and Alberta in 2019

Note: Summer from May 1 to October 31; Winter from November 1 to April 30 (based on Ontario dates for time-of-use rates).

* Market consumption includes exports from markets.

Sources: Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Alberta Electricity System Operator (AESO).
Sources: Statistics Canada – Energy Supply and Use (Table 2510002901) and Households (Table 4610004501).

Figure 16: 2018 Average Annual Residential Energy Consumption by Province

Figure 17: 2018 Average Monthly Residential Electricity Consumption by Province

Sources: Statistics Canada – Energy Supply and Use (Table 2510002901) and Households (Table 4610004501).
usage (e.g., thresholds for monthly consumption or demand), rather than the type of consumer (e.g., industrial or commercial).

For this reason, this paper adopts standard residential, commercial, industrial and farm profiles to make “apples-to-apples” comparisons across provinces. For each of these consumer classes, Table 1 provides the standard profile of consumption and demand, as well as the load factor\(^{19}\) and empirical basis for the respective profile. Recognizing that businesses differ in size, this paper defines and analyzes both small and large commercial profiles. As well, this paper distinguishes between those industrial consumers that are supplied power by a distributor and those which are directly connected to transmission infrastructure (i.e., the consumer maintains on-site transformation of high voltage power).

Again, these standard profiles are assumed for the purpose of meaningfully analyzing relative electricity prices between provinces. However, the profiles do not match reported average consumption in every province.

Table 2 provides a survey of average power consumption, calculated based on reporting from different electricity providers across those provinces.

---

\(^{19}\) Load factor is calculated as the monthly consumption for the given profile divided by the product of peak demand and the hours in a month. The load factor is provided here as a check for the reasonableness of the peak demand assumed for the given consumer.
where data are available. For many provinces, data are not reported for a given consumer class or reported using a different scope than the consumer class defined for this paper. Nonetheless, Table 2 exhibits that average monthly consumption by residential,²⁰ commercial, industrial and farm consumers differs widely across provinces.

²⁰ The estimates given in Table 2 for average residential consumption in respective provinces (based on reporting by electricity providers) generally align with those from data published by Statistics Canada, shown in Figure 17.
Structure of electricity rates across consumer classes and provinces

Table 3 provides an overview of the structure of electricity rates across consumer classes and provinces. This shows the complexity of rate structure and differences within and across provinces. For each consumer class, Table 3 also indicates the applicable tariff in the respective jurisdiction, highlighting that classes are not consistently defined across provinces.

In Table 3, rate components are classified as energy (for Alberta and Ontario), variable, fixed or demand. In Alberta and Ontario, generation, transmission and distribution are unbundled and charges for the electricity are separate from the charges for transmission and distribution services. Therefore, for Ontario and Alberta, “energy” reflects charges in C/kWh or $/MWh terms for the specific cost of electricity. For these provinces, “variable” rates are also priced in C/kWh or $/MWh terms but, unlike the “energy” component, reflect payments for distribution, transmission or other services, rather than the cost of electricity. However, in provinces other than Alberta and Ontario, where an integrated monopoly provides electricity, there is no distinction between energy and variable charges (i.e., charges that depend on kWh of consumption are categorized as “energy” charges). 21 “Fixed” charges reflect daily or monthly charges that are incurred by a consumer, regardless of the amount of electricity consumed or a consumer’s peak demand. 22 Finally, “demand” charges vary in proportion to a consumer’s peak demand over a given period and are charged per kVA or per kW. Table 3 also shows whether the given rate component for the respective consumer class in the respective province is uniform, tiered or time-varying. “Uniform” rates are unchanging for the given billing period – that is, these do not vary based on when electricity is consumed, how much electricity is consumed, or the consumer’s peak or average demand. 23

In contrast, “tiered” rates apply in certain provinces for certain consumers – for example, applying higher or lower rates to electricity consumption or peak demand that rise above stated thresholds. Imposing a higher rate beyond a given threshold of consumption or demand may encourage conservation among larger consumers. For example, in British Columbia and Quebec, residential consumers face higher rates for electricity consumption above 675 kWh per month and 1,200 kWh per month, respectively.

Alternatively, the aim of a tiered rate that decreases above a certain threshold may be to encourage electricity-intensive activities (e.g., attract industrial production) or more efficiently allocate fixed system costs between consumers. For example, Manitoba’s rate structures for commercial and distribution-connected industrial consumers involve a three-tier energy rate with declining C/kWh costs with consumption above 11,000 kWh per month.

21 For provinces with vertically integrated electricity providers, revenues from other rate components (i.e., fixed and demand charges) may also fund recovery for the costs of generation. An analysis of the revenues from each rate component relative to the operating and capital costs for generation, transmission and distribution in each province is beyond the scope of this paper.

22 Notably, tariffs in most provinces apply based on a given consumer’s peak demand and a tariff that applies above a demand threshold may involve a different “fixed” monthly or daily charge. For example, a different tariff might apply if a consumer’s peak demand exceeds 3,000 kVA in one province or 1,500 kW in another province. Nonetheless, “fixed” charges (i.e., which accrue on a daily or monthly basis) are distinct from “demand” charges (i.e., which directly vary in proportion to a consumer’s demand in $/kVA or $/kW terms).

23 If the consumer’s consumption or demand exceeds the threshold for the given tariff, a different tariff would apply and attract a different set of rates.
**Table 3: Structure of Electricity Rates across Consumer Classes and Provinces**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Columbia</th>
<th>Alberta</th>
<th>Saskatchewan</th>
<th>Manitoba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calgary (Firmar)</td>
<td>Edmonton (Epicor)</td>
<td>Other (ATCO)</td>
<td>Other (FortisAlberta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>Rural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Residential**

Applicable tariff(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential Service</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commercial (Small)**

Applicable tariff(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential Service</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commercial (Large)**

Applicable tariff(s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential Service</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
<th>Residential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend for rate structure**

- Uniform
- Fixed
- Time-varying

*Percentage charge applied on distribution tariff components for municipal access

Sources: BC Hydro, Enmax, Epcor, ATCO, FortisAlberta, Alberta Utilities Commission, SaskPower, Manitoba Public Utilities Board

Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request).
Table 3: Continued

Legend for rate structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Tiered</th>
<th>Time-varying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Percentage charge applied on distribution tariff components for municipal access

Sources: BC Hydro, Enmax, Epcor, ATCO, FortisAlberta, Alberta Utilities Commission, SaskPower, Manitoba Public Utilities Board

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British Columbia</th>
<th>Alberta</th>
<th>Saskatchewan</th>
<th>Manitoba</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calgary (Enmax)</td>
<td>Edmonton (Epcor)</td>
<td>Other (ATCO)</td>
<td>Other (FortisAlberta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial (Distribution-connected)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Applicable tariff(s)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh plus uniform riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh plus uniform riders per kWh *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh plus uniform riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh plus uniform riders per kWh *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time market price per kWh (or hedged under contract)</td>
<td>Uniform charges per MWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Industrial (Transmission-connected) **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform charges per MW plus three-tier rate per MW of substation capacity multiplied by consumer share of substation</td>
<td>Uniform charges per MW</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform charges per MW plus three-tier rate per MW of substation capacity multiplied by consumer share of substation</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time market price per kWh (or hedged under contract)</td>
<td>Uniform charges per MWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh plus carbon charge per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Farm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicable tariff(s)</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Uniform rate per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh (fixed for term under retailer contract or updated monthly under Regulated Rate Option) | Uniform rates and riders per kWh * | Uniform rates and riders per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh *
| Uniform rate per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh | Uniform rates and riders per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh |
| Uniform rates per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh | Uniform rates per kWh *

Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request).
## Table 3: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legend for rate structure</th>
<th>Uniform</th>
<th>Tiered</th>
<th>Time-varying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Sources: Toronto Hydro, Ottawa Hydro, Hydro One, Québec Régie de l’énergie, New Brunswick Energy & Utilities Board, Newfoundland & Labrador Hydro, Nova Scotia Utility & Review Board

### Residential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, higher &gt;200 Amps</td>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower &gt;5,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kVA</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Commercial (Small)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower &gt;5,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kVA</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Commercial (Large)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Fixed</th>
<th>Demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower &gt;5,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kVA</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request).
Table 3: Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial (Distribution-connected)</th>
<th>Applicable tariffs</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kW</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kVA</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kVA and per kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Hourly Ontario Energy price per MWh and monthly Class A Global Adjustment charge per MWh</td>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower ≤210,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial (Transmission-connected)</th>
<th>Applicable tariffs</th>
<th>Uniform Transmission Rates (Hydro One) &amp; Domestic Customer (IESO)</th>
<th>Uniform Transmission Rates (Hydro One) &amp; Domestic Customer (IESO)</th>
<th>Uniform Transmission Rates (Hydro One) &amp; Domestic Customer (IESO)</th>
<th>Uniform Transmission Rates (Hydro One) &amp; Domestic Customer (IESO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Hourly Ontario Energy price per MWh and monthly Class A Global Adjustment charge per MWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>IESO usage fee for per MWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>Applicable tariffs</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kWh</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kW</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kVA</th>
<th>Uniform rates and riders per kVA and per kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower ≤210,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Two-tier rate per kWh, lower ≤210,000 kWh per month</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kWh</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
<td>Uniform charges per kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
<td>Monthly charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
<td>Uniform rate per kW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request). |
and 19,500 kWh per month. As another example, demand charges for transmission-connected industrial consumers in Alberta are structured based on the consumer's share of the substation and involve $/kW demand charges, which decline at specified thresholds of substation billing capacity.\textsuperscript{24}

Finally, “time-varying” rates vary with the time at which power is consumed. Such time-varying charges may aim to align the price for consumption with the cost for generating the electricity and/or the capacity to deliver it. For example, in Ontario and Alberta, energy rates for large commercial and industrial consumers vary based on prices in each province's real-time energy market.\textsuperscript{25} Ontario also applies time-of-use pricing for residential and small commercial consumers according to a schedule of rates that varies according to whether consumption occurs at specified on/off/mid peak times, on weekends or during the winter/summer season (see Box 1).\textsuperscript{26} As well, for large commercial and distribution-connected industrial consumers in Alberta, Enmax and Epcor apply on/off peak variable distribution and transmission charges. These are higher during daytime hours (i.e., when system capacity is in greater demand) and lower during the nighttime (i.e., when usage is lower).

\begin{itemize}
\item[24] More specifically: for 2019, a $3,669/MW charge applies to the first 7.5 MW of the substation's billing capacity; a $2,298/MW charge applies to the next 9.5 MW (i.e., to 17 MW billing capacity); a $1,603/MW charge applies to the next 23 MW (i.e., to 40 MW billing capacity); and all remaining MW of billing capacity face a $1,038/MW charge. The cost to the consumer will be its share of its substation's billing capacity. To calculate costs for transmission-connected industrial consumers, this paper assumes a 25 MW substation.
\item[25] As elaborated below, commercial and industrial consumers in Ontario also face a Global Adjustment charge. This charge is applied at a uniform $/MWh rate for a given month based on the total Global Adjustment costs for that month. As detailed in Box 3, participation in the Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) allows commercial and industrial consumers to reduce their monthly Global Adjustment charges. A consumer is enrolled in the ICI as a “Class A” if (i) the consumer's monthly peak demand exceeds 5 MW; (ii) the consumer has monthly peak demand greater than 1 MW and opts into the ICI; or (iii) the consumer has monthly peak demand greater than 500 kW, is in one of a prescribed list of manufacturing or industrial sub-sectors and opts into the ICI. For the consumer profiles in Table 1, the transmission-connected industrial consumer is therefore assumed to be a Class A consumer (i.e., based on its 5 MW demand) while the distribution-connected industrial consumer is assumed to be a Class B consumer (i.e., based on its 1 MW demand). Table 3 reflects these assumptions but should not be read to imply that the Class A/B distinction depends on whether a consumer is transmission- or distribution-connected.
\item[26] Contracts at fixed rates are also available to Ontario residential and small business consumers. Such fixed rates are provided by an energy retailer based on rates set out in the given contract, and these contracts are not regulated by the Ontario Energy Board. The analysis in this paper assumes that the fixed rate under any contract with a retailer would reflect the average costs for consumption under the regulated time-of-use rates.
\end{itemize}
Box 1: Ontario’s Time-of-use Pricing and Alignment with Hourly Costs of Generation

Ontario is unique among provinces in charging time-of-use rates for energy to residential and small business customers. Such time-of-use rates seek to align the consumer price for electricity use with the cost of generating power at different times during the day.

As shown in Figure 15 above, the extent of demand in Ontario varies significantly over an average day. Correspondingly, as loads place greater demand on the system, higher cost generation must be dispatched to meet the total load, increasing the marginal cost for the system and the market price of electricity. Conceptually, such time-varying charges encourage consumers to conserve electricity during periods of high demand and shift consumption to off-peak hours.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 below show Ontario’s 2019 time-of-use rates for the winter and summer seasons, respectively, along with the average hourly prices for the wholesale Hourly Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) plus the average Global Adjustment for the period. As the figures show, the timing of off-, mid-, and on-peak time-of-use rates corresponds with the timing of periods with peaks in the HOEP. Notably, while the HOEP varies by hour, reflecting the dispatch of blocks of power offered into the market to meet demand, the Global Adjustment charge per kWh is calculated monthly (i.e., based on the costs for contracted generation in the given month) and does not vary by hour of the day. As a consequence, the plots of “HOEP + GA” in the figures below do not directly match the shape of seasonal off/mid/on time-of-use prices.

However, while the Global Adjustment charge per kWh is set monthly, most underlying costs for the Global Adjustment do vary hour-by-hour. Since Ontario does not publicly disclose the individual contracts with power producers, the hourly cost of the Global Adjustment cannot be calculated from publicly available data. Nonetheless, the Ontario Energy Board sets time-of-use rates based on its estimate of the cost of supply for the regulated consumers during those periods.**

* Specifically, Ontario’s Global Adjustment aggregates the costs for power provided under contracted prices and regulated rates for individual generators. Costs for contracted power and regulated rates comprised 97 percent of the Global Adjustment in 2019 and 95 percent in 2018. Under many contracts, a power producer will be paid both the HOEP and some additional amount under its contract, reflecting the difference with the producer’s revenues from wholesale market (i.e., HOEP) and the contracted price. Based on the power provided during a given month, the costs for all contracted and rate-regulated generation are aggregated into the Global Adjustment, settled at the end of the month and billed to consumers.

Figure 18: Weighted Average Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and Global Adjustment (GA) with Time-of-Use Pricing (TOU) for Winter 2019

![Weighted Average Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and Global Adjustment (GA) with Time-of-Use Pricing (TOU) for Winter 2019](image)

Note: Summer from May 1 to October 31; Winter from November 1 to April 30.
* Weighted average computed based on HOEP and GA weighted by Market Demand for given hour.
Sources: Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Ontario Energy Board (OEB).

Figure 19: Weighted Average Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and Global Adjustment (GA) with Time-of-Use Pricing (TOU) for Summer 2019

![Weighted Average Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and Global Adjustment (GA) with Time-of-Use Pricing (TOU) for Summer 2019](image)

Note: Summer from May 1 to October 31; Winter from November 1 to April 30.
* Weighted average computed based on HOEP and GA weighted by Market Demand for given hour.
Sources: Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO), Ontario Energy Board (OEB).
PART III

INTER-PROVINCIAL COMPARISON OF POWER COSTS FOR CONSUMER CLASSES

In order to compare costs for given consumer classes across provinces, we have surveyed tariffs and rates schedules in each jurisdiction and compiled a comprehensive dataset with all rate components in effect as of April 1, 2019. These tariffs and rate schedules are then applied to each of the consumer profiles defined in Table 1.

To summarize the results, Figure 20 exhibits the average unit (i.e., cents per kWh) electricity costs for each consumer class across provinces in 2019. This illustrates that, for non-residential consumers in most provinces, average unit electricity costs declined for consumers with increasing consumption. That is, transmission-connected industrial consumers faced relatively lower average unit costs than distribution-connected industrial consumers and, in turn, large and then small commercial consumers. As well, in most provinces, residential consumers tended to face the highest average unit costs or face only slightly lower costs than small commercial consumers.

Ontario is the notable exception to this trend across provinces. In Ontario, average unit costs for residential consumers in urban areas and small commercial consumers were significantly lower than for large commercial and industrial consumers. As elaborated below, this reversal from the general trend across provinces results from generous taxpayer-funded rebates for residential and small commercial consumers. Indeed, only Quebec, Manitoba and Labrador had average unit costs for residential consumers that are less than those in Ontario. As illustrated above (see Figure 1), Quebec, Manitoba and Newfoundland and Labrador have much lower normalized system costs than Ontario (indeed, which has the highest normalized system costs of any province).

Finally, average unit costs were generally higher for residential consumers in rural areas. This is shown by the high relative average unit costs for residential consumers served by ATCO in Alberta and served by Hydro One in low-density territory in Ontario. Rural residential consumers also faced higher average unit costs than their urban counterparts in Saskatchewan and New Brunswick.

The breakdown of electricity costs into energy, variable, fixed and demand components also provides insight into how system costs are allocated and how incentives are aligned for each consumer class.

Figure 22 exhibits this decomposition for residential consumers, illustrating that fixed costs represented a small share of residential electricity costs across all provinces in 2019. Most of residential consumers’ electricity costs were billed through energy and, where applicable, variable components. In Ontario and Alberta, separate variable rates are charged for transmission and

---

27 Note that this “average unit” comparison is calculated by dividing the estimated monthly costs by the electricity consumption assumed in each consumer profile (i.e., in Table 1 above). This is distinct from the marginal electricity price faced by a given consumer. In contrast with the average unit costs in Figure 20 (which includes the fixed and demand), Figure 21 exhibits the average variable and energy electricity costs (i.e., only those rate components that are priced in $/kWh and vary with consumption) for each consumer class across provinces. Notably, the trends for just the average variable and energy costs are qualitatively similar for the average unit costs.

28 As discussed above and documented in Table 3, since electricity in provinces other than Ontario and Alberta is provided by integrated Crown corporations, those provinces do not distinguish between the energy and variable components of electricity rates.
distribution, and the energy charge is distinct, reflecting the cost of energy alone. Figure 22 shows that a residential consumer faced significantly higher energy costs in Ontario relative to those in Alberta. However, the generous taxpayer-funded “Global Adjustment Rebate” in Ontario offsets much of a residential consumer’s costs. As elaborated in Box 2, Ontario taxpayers have incurred a large and rising cost to fund this rebate.

For small commercial consumers, Figure 25 shows the relative monthly costs for electricity across provinces in 2019. In most provinces, the rate for energy (as well as variable rates in Ontario and Alberta) comprised the majority of electricity costs for small commercial consumers. However, demand charges applied in a variety of provinces represented a particularly significant proportion of small commercial consumers’ costs for territory in Alberta served by ATCO and FortisAlberta, as well as for Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. Similar to residential consumers, Ontario’s generous taxpayer-funded Global Adjustment Rebate substantially offsets the costs for small commercial consumers, resulting in lower net monthly costs for this profile than in most other provinces.
For large commercial consumers, Figure 26 shows the relative monthly costs for electricity across provinces in 2019. Energy rates (and variable rates in Ontario and Alberta) comprised the greatest share of electricity costs; however, demand charges also comprised significant shares in all provinces. Unlike small business consumers, such large commercial consumers do not benefit from Ontario’s Global Adjustment Rebate. Relative to other provinces, electricity costs for this profile were highest in Ontario in 2019. As shown in Figure 26, the costs from Ontario’s energy rates – propelled by the per MWh charges for Ontario’s Global Adjustment – were the cause of Ontario’s
Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.

Box 2: Large and Rising Costs of Ontario’s Global Adjustment Rebate for Residential and Small Business Electricity Consumers

In order to reduce electricity prices for certain consumers, Ontario’s government introduced rate subsidies – specifically, the Global Adjustment Rebate – under its 2017 Fair Hydro Plan legislation.* These are taxpayer-funded from general government revenues. Figure 23 shows the increasing fiscal cost of these rate subsidies based on accounting from Ontario’s public accounts. This shows the rapidly rising cost of these subsidies since the 2017-18 fiscal year.

* The stated intention for these rebates was to limit increases in residential electricity bills to overall consumer price inflation. While named the “Global Adjustment Rebate,” the rebate is calibrated to the overall increase in the representative residential bill (i.e., whether a result of growth in the Global Adjustment or other rate components).
For residential and small business consumers of electricity, these growing rebates have offset the increasing costs for power generation in the province, which are reflected in the combined cost per MWh of the Hourly Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and the Global Adjustment. As shown in Figure 23, the consumer price index component for residential electricity has markedly declined since the 2016-17 fiscal year as the aggregate of the HOEP and Global Adjustment has increased. The Global Adjustment aggregates costs of Ontario’s contracts with producers and certain regulated rates while the HOEP reflects the wholesale market price for electricity.** Figure 24 shows that, while the HOEP has declined during the past decade, the Global Adjustment has steadily grown, increasing the total costs per MWh for electricity in Ontario.

** The Global Adjustment also includes costs for conservation programs; however, these represent a relatively small share, comprising ~3 percent of Global Adjustment costs in 2019.

Figure 23: Ontario Electricity Prices and Taxpayer Support

* Generating costs are the sum of Hourly Ontario Energy Price (HOEP) and Global Adjustment (GA) (from IESO) converted from monthly costs to Ontario fiscal year (March 31 year-end) annual indices. Sources: Ontario government public accounts and expenditure estimates; Ontario Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO); Ontario Electricity Financial Corporation (OEFC) annual reports.
higher relative electricity costs for large commercial consumers compared to other provinces.\textsuperscript{29} Energy costs in Ontario for large commercial consumers exceeded those in any other province.

For distribution-connected industrial consumers, Figure 27 exhibits the relative monthly costs for electricity across provinces in 2019. Although the energy component comprised the majority of electricity costs in all provinces, demand charges were also prevalent across provinces. This consumer profile faced the highest electricity costs in Ontario.\textsuperscript{30} However, by reducing demand during peak hours,

\textsuperscript{29} Note that these large commercial consumers (defined for this analysis to have 100 kW peak demand) cannot leverage Ontario’s Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) to reduce their monthly electricity costs because participation in ICI requires a minimum 1 MW average monthly peak demand (or minimum 500 kW demand for certain prescribed manufacturing and industrial activities). See discussion of ICI in Box 3.

\textsuperscript{30} The net negative costs for the variable component of costs for Hydro One distribution-connected industrial consumers, shown in Figure 27, results from the negative rate rider for “disposition of the Global Adjustment Account” applicable to this consumer profile.
industrial consumers in Ontario can leverage the Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) to offset their costs from the Global Adjustment and thereby significantly reduce their electricity costs.\textsuperscript{31}

For transmission-connected industrial consumers, Figure 28 shows the relative monthly costs for electricity across provinces in 2019. For such consumers, Labrador boasts the lowest costs, and Manitoba and Quebec also achieve low rates. Notably, costs in Nova Scotia are significantly greater than in any other province. Transmission-connected industrial consumers also face elevated monthly costs in Ontario, driven by large relative energy costs (defined to include the wholesale cost of energy and the Global Adjustment charge). As discussed in Box 3, a Class A consumer can partially or fully eliminate the Global Adjustment charge under Ontario’s ICI.\textsuperscript{32}

\textsuperscript{31} The monthly electricity costs for distribution-connected consumers in Ontario presented in Figure 27 do not include potential savings that might be achieved under the ICI. For the potential impact of the ICI, see discussion in Box 3.

\textsuperscript{32} It would be inaccurate to present the potential reduction of the GA charges under the ICI as automatic since any such savings are contingent on coincident peak demand (i.e., the specific consumer avoiding the High-5 hours).
Finally, for farm consumers, Figure 29 shows the relative monthly costs for electricity across provinces in 2019. Relative to other provinces, electricity costs for farm consumers were particularly elevated for territory in Alberta serviced by ATCO and FortisAlberta. Energy and variable costs are relatively low in Alberta, but demand charges for distribution and transmission drove the province’s heightened electricity costs for farm consumers. Farm consumers in Newfoundland also faced relatively high demand charges and overall electricity costs. Costs for farm consumers are lowest in Manitoba, followed by Labrador, Quebec and British Columbia.
Figure 27: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Industrial Consumers (Distribution Connected)

Box 3: Impact of Demand Management on Electricity Costs for Industrial Consumers

In Ontario, electricity consumers with over 1 MW average peak demand, as well as consumers with 500 kW demand in specified manufacturing and industrial sub-sectors, are eligible to participate in the Industrial Conservative Initiative (ICI), and consumers with over 5 MW average peak demand are automatically enrolled in the ICI.

For such “Class A” consumers (i.e., those participating in the ICI), the ICI computes a consumer’s share of the Global Adjustment based on its share of demand in the five top peak hours of a given base year. If successfully avoiding power consumption in all of the base year’s five top peak hours, an industrial consumer could theoretically eliminate its costs for the Global Adjustment (equivalent to 83 percent of its energy costs, based on the assumed profiles for this analysis). On average, through Ontario’s ICI, Class A consumers reduced 37 percent of Global Adjustment costs in each of 2018 and 2019.
The analyses for industrial consumers exhibited in Figure 27 (distribution-connected) and Figure 28 (transmission-connected) do not include any savings from participation in the ICI. For the distribution-connected industrial consumer profile in this analysis, full elimination of the Global Adjustment (i.e., avoiding any consumption during the top five peak hours) would reduce this consumer’s monthly costs by $46,710. If reducing 37 percent of Global Adjustment costs (i.e., the average for Class A consumers in 2019), this consumer would reduce its monthly costs by $17,250. Similarly, for the transmission-connected industrial consumer profile in this analysis, full elimination of the Global Adjustment would reduce this consumer’s monthly costs by $233,549, and the average 37 percent reduction would reduce monthly costs by $86,250. Therefore, based on the monthly costs in each province for the transmission-connected industrial consumer profile shown in Figure 28, a 37 percent reduction of Global Adjustment costs would roughly equalize its overall monthly electricity costs in Ontario ($230,532)* with those in Alberta but still result in greater than in any other province except Nova Scotia.

Despite its alleviation of electricity costs for those industrial consumers that can successfully avoid peaks, the ICI results in distortions to power demand in Ontario. Foremost, any reduction of the Global Adjustment under the ICI by a given consumer shifts these costs onto other consumers. Class B consumers – for example, the large commercial consumer profile analyzed in this paper – bear the brunt of this shifting. Sen (2015) argues that the ICI provides an arbitrary and excessive benefit for peak avoidance. Bishop and Dachis (2020)** calculate that consuming power during those peak hours represented a cost of approximately $110,000/MWh in 2019. In the context of the rapid decline in electricity demand during the COVID-19 crisis, reform for the recovery of the Global Adjustment and the ICI has become urgent. Bishop and Dachis (2020) also propose options for reform. The OEB’s Market Surveillance Panel has also surveyed alternative approaches to allocating the Global Adjustment and managing peak demand.***

---

* That is, monthly costs of $316,782 minus $86,250 savings from 37% reduction of the Global Adjustment charge.


Figure 28: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Industrial Consumer (Transmission Connected) in 2019

Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.

Figure 29: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Farm Consumers in 2019

Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.
PART IV

Changes in Ontario and Alberta Electricity Costs since 2014

Given the high relative costs of power in Ontario and Alberta, this paper provides a deeper dive into changes in electricity costs for consumers in these provinces since 2014. Again, Figure 1 exhibits the relatively high system costs in Ontario and Alberta compared to other provinces. For Ontario, normalized system costs grew by approximately 6.4 percent from 2014 to 2018 (see Figure 5 above). For Alberta, normalized system costs grew by approximately 16 percent over the same interval (see Figure 9 above) – albeit with a notable decline from 2014 to 2016 before a renewed period of rapid growth.

These rising system costs have impacted each consumer class differently. As well, at a significant fiscal cost, Ontario’s taxpayer-funded rebates for residential and small business consumers have also significantly reduced these consumers’ electricity costs (see Box 2 above). For insight on the impacts for each consumer profile, this paper compares electricity costs in 2014 against those in 2019 for Ontario and Alberta. As discussed in Box 4, these estimates using the assumed consumer profiles are directionally consistent (although not matching the magnitudes) with the changes over the interval for indexed electricity prices produced by Statistics Canada for households and non-residential (i.e., commercial or industrial) consumers.

Based on the assumed consumer profile, Figure 32 exhibits the change in monthly costs for residential consumers between 2014 and 2019 in Alberta and Ontario. Over this interval, the Alberta all-item consumer price index increased by 8 percent while that in Ontario increased by 9 percent. For electricity prices, based on the assumed profile, such a residential consumer in Alberta would have experienced cost growth of between 9 percent and 17 percent during the period, depending on the distribution territory. In all Alberta service territories, energy costs declined over the period but growth of the variable and fixed rate components (i.e., associated with distribution and transmission services, as well as allocations for the Balancing Pool) drove the overall increases.

In contrast, costs for residential consumers in the Ontario areas analyzed declined by between 30 percent to 40 percent, except in low-density areas serviced by Hydro One where the decline was more muted. These declines were primarily due to the introduction of the Global Adjustment rebate. Interestingly, the energy costs facing households appear to have declined over the period. As well, fixed costs grew significantly while variable costs declined for residential consumers in the service territories analyzed. This appears to reflect a shift in how costs are recovered under distribution tariffs from Ontario residential consumers.

For the small commercial consumer profile, Figure 33 exhibits the changes in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. For Alberta, costs for this profile increased by an estimated 15 percent to 18 percent in Enmax, Epcor and FortisAlberta territories and by a more muted 6 percent in territory serviced by ATCO. Throughout Alberta, energy costs for such residential consumers between 2014 and 2019 in Alberta and Ontario. Over this interval, the Alberta all-item consumer price index increased by 8 percent while that in Ontario increased by 9 percent. For electricity prices, based on the assumed profile, such a residential consumer in Alberta would have experienced cost growth of between 9 percent and 17 percent during the period, depending on the distribution territory. In all Alberta service territories, energy costs declined over the period but growth of the variable and fixed rate components (i.e., associated with distribution and transmission services, as well as allocations for the Balancing Pool) drove the overall increases.

In contrast, costs for residential consumers in the Ontario areas analyzed declined by between 30 percent to 40 percent, except in low-density areas serviced by Hydro One where the decline was more muted. These declines were primarily due to the introduction of the Global Adjustment rebate. Interestingly, the energy costs facing households appear to have declined over the period. As well, fixed costs grew significantly while variable costs declined for residential consumers in the service territories analyzed. This appears to reflect a shift in how costs are recovered under distribution tariffs from Ontario residential consumers.

For the small commercial consumer profile, Figure 33 exhibits the changes in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. For Alberta, costs for this profile increased by an estimated 15 percent to 18 percent in Enmax, Epcor and FortisAlberta territories and by a more muted 6 percent in territory serviced by ATCO. Throughout Alberta, energy costs for such

---

33 This is a mechanical result of the assumption that 65 percent of household consumption occurs during off-peak time-of-use hours (i.e., between 7pm and 7am in summer) and 17 percent at mid-peak hours (i.e., 7am to noon and 5pm to 7pm in Summer). While Ontario’s on-peak time-of-use prices increased since 2014, both mid-peak and off-peak prices declined. This assumption is supported by the Table 1 (p.2) of the Ontario Energy Board (2018) report “Regulated Price Plan Prices and the Global Adjustment Modifier for the Period May 1, 2018 to April 30, 2019” (Available online: https://www.oeb.ca/sites/default/files/RPP-GA-Modifier-Report-20180419.pdf).
Box 4: Changes of Electricity Prices in Selected Provinces based on Statistics Canada Price Indices

Statistics Canada compiles and publishes price indices for electricity costs facing defined classes of consumers in each province. For residential consumers, a price index for electricity is a component of the monthly all-item consumer price index (included under “shelter”), and this estimate is based on periodic surveys of rates in each jurisdiction. For non-residential consumers, Statistics Canada publishes a monthly electric power selling price index, which measures price movement of electricity sales by distributors to commercial and industrial users.

Since Statistics Canada publishes this tracking in the form of indices (i.e., indexed to 100 in a given base year), these series exhibit the changes over time. However, in contrast with the analysis in this paper, Statistics Canada’s published indices cannot be used to compare the level of power prices between different classes of consumers or between provinces for a given consumer class.

Figure 30 plots the annual changes in electricity prices facing residential consumers in selected provinces from 2014 to 2020 (as of April 2020), as well as the all-item consumer price index. This shows how residential electricity prices have changed since 2014, compared to all-item consumer inflation.

For example, Ontario’s residential electricity prices outpaced inflation for 2014 to 2016 and subsequently decreased steeply, declining to a level presently below that in 2014. This reflects the introduction of taxpayer-funded rate subsidies under Ontario’s Fair Hydro Plan.

In Alberta, declines in the market price of energy were also reflected in the price changes for residential electricity prices. Alberta’s residential prices declined from 2014 to 2017 and then outpaced inflation over the past years.

In Quebec, residential electricity rates have remained roughly stable since 2014. Indeed, ongoing all-item growth in consumer prices in Quebec means that residential electricity prices have declined in real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) terms. Price growth in residential electricity in British Columbia has grown steadily since 2014, outpacing inflation (i.e., a real increase in residential electricity prices).


*** This Electric Power Selling Price Indexes for Non-residential Customers (EPSPI) is based on a survey of the main utilities in each province and longitudinal tracking of the rates facing commercial and industrial consumers.
Figure 31 plots changes in the electricity prices facing industrial and commercial consumers in selected provinces. Statistics Canada provides separate indices for non-residential consumers with demand above and below 5 MW.

For Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec, price changes for these classes of consumers have tracked closely. In Alberta, a steep decrease in non-residential prices followed the decline in the wholesale market price of energy from 2014 to 2016, but prices have since rebounded. Non-residential electricity prices have grown gradually in Quebec to levels presently roughly 7 percent greater than in 2014. In British Columbia, these consumers have faced significantly faster but steady price growth, rising to roughly 20 percent above 2014 levels.

For Ontario, the trends for large (i.e., >5 MW) non-residential consumers diverge from smaller (i.e., <5 MW) consumers. The latter class has experienced more rapid price growth. The more muted, although still significant, price growth for large non-residential consumers in Ontario is likely due to the differential charges for the Global Adjustment between consumer classes. In particular, larger

**** For the non-residential consumer profiles used in this paper (provided in Table 1 above), the <5 MW non-residential class would include the commercial consumers (small and large) and distribution-connected industrial consumers. The transmission-connected industrial consumer profile would correspond with >5 MW non-residential class.
Box 4: Continued

Figure 31: Electric Power Selling Price Index to Non-Residential Consumers

Source: Statistics Canada (Table: 18-10-0204-01).

non-residential consumers have benefited from the Industrial Conservation Initiative (ICI) under which a share of Global Adjustment charges are reduced if a consumer avoids consumption during the top five peak demand hours in the prior base year (see discussion in Box 3 above). As a consequence of the ICI, the growing costs of the Global Adjustment have increasingly been shifted to smaller consumers.

customers decreased over the interval, and cost growth was driven by non-energy components—that is, increased demand, variable and fixed rates for distribution and transmission services, as well as allocations for the Balancing Pool.

In Ontario, electricity costs for this profile decreased by between 29 percent and 35 percent in the analyzed urban areas and by 26 percent for non-urban areas serviced by Hydro One. This decline was primarily a result of the introduction of taxpayer-funded rebates for the Global Adjustment, which also apply to small business consumers.

For the large commercial consumer profile, Figure 34 exhibits the changes in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. For Alberta, electricity costs for this profile increased by between 24 percent and 36 percent over the interval, depending on the distribution territory. Similar to changes observed for small commercial consumers, electricity cost growth was driven by
increases in non-energy components – that is, increased demand, variable and fixed rates for distribution and transmission services, as well as allocations for the Balancing Pool.

In Ontario, the large commercial consumer profile faced electricity cost growth of 10 percent to 16 percent across the interval. Growth of 11 percent in estimated energy costs for this consumer profile contributed to this increase. However, for areas serviced by Hydro One, increased non-energy costs (i.e., for distribution and transmission services) were the driver of the overall cost increase.

For the distribution-connected industrial consumer profile, Figure 35 exhibits the changes in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. In Alberta, this consumer profile faced cost increases of 31 percent and 36 percent in Enmax and FortisAlberta territories, respectively, and 15 percent and 19 percent in Epcor and ATCO territories, respectively. Across these distributors, cost growth was primarily driven by growth in variable and demand components for transmission and distribution services, as well as allocations for Alberta’s Balancing Pool.

In Ontario, electricity costs for this consumer profile increased by between 17 percent and 20 percent in the analyzed service areas over the interval. Growth of 21 percent in energy costs, complemented by significant increases in demand charges, propelled this overall increase.

For the transmission-connected industrial consumer profile, Figure 36 exhibits the changes
in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. In Alberta, this consumer profile faced cost increases of 34 percent and 33 percent in Enmax and ATCO territories, respectively, and 24 percent and 20 percent in Epcor and Fortis Alberta territories, respectively. Similarly to commercial consumers, cost growth was primarily driven by growth in variable and demand components for transmission and distribution services, as well as allocations for Alberta’s Balancing Pool.

In Ontario, electricity costs for this consumer profile increased by 19 percent over the interval, based on the Hydro One uniform transmission rates, IESO tariff and energy costs for HOEP and the Global Adjustment. Growth of 21 percent in energy costs and 7 percent growth of demand charges propelled this overall increase in electricity costs for transmission-connected industrial consumers in Ontario.

For the farm consumer profile, Figure 37 shows the changes in monthly electricity costs between 2014 and 2019. In Alberta, this consumer profile faced cost increases of 21 percent and 17 percent in ATCO territories and Fortis Alberta territories, respectively. Similarly to commercial and industrial consumers, cost growth was primarily driven by growth in demand, fixed and variable components for transmission and distribution services, as well as allocations for Alberta’s Balancing Pool. Energy costs declined over the interval.

In Ontario, electricity costs for farms were assessed based on general service (energy-billed)
rates for non-urban distribution in Hydro One service areas. Based on the farm profile, time-of-use rates would apply to this consumer in Ontario, and such a farm would receive the Global Adjustment rebate. Electricity costs for this profile declined by 23 percent over the interval, driven by the impact from the rebate introduction.
**Figure 35: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Industrial Consumers (Distribution Connected) in Alberta and Ontario**
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Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.

**Figure 36: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Industrial Consumers (Transmission Connected) in Alberta and Ontario**
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Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.
Figure 37: Monthly Power Costs by Component for Farm Consumers in Alberta and Ontario

$/Month
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Sources: Survey of rates for distribution tariffs and electricity in each jurisdiction (dataset available on request); authors’ calculations.
PART V

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENHANCING EFFICIENCY OF ELECTRICITY PRICING

This analysis of electricity prices underscores several important policy considerations. These are particularly relevant as policy-makers contemplate changes to the design of markets and structure of electricity rates. First is the alignment of the marginal prices facing different classes of consumers with marginal costs for providing electricity. Second is the efficient allocation of fixed system costs (e.g., the infrastructure for transmission and distribution, as well as the costs of generation). Third is the competitiveness of the overall system costs.

Aligning Consumer Prices with Marginal Costs

Firstly, aligning consumer prices with the costs of providing electricity ensures an efficient allocation based on supply and demand. If certain consumers face prices below the marginal cost of generating and delivering electricity, they will lack incentive to limit their consumption to the level that is optimal for the overall system. Aligning prices with marginal costs is difficult because of at least three features of electricity systems: (1) demand fluctuates constantly, electricity is not storable, and costs for generating electricity typically increase with greater demand;\(^{34}\) (2) consumers value reliability of electricity, which requires covering the costs for adequate standby capacity; and (3) distribution and transmission infrastructure involve significant economies of scale.\(^ {35}\)

The first feature has been a particular challenge historically because of the availability of information around market conditions and the impracticality for many consumers to respond to hour-to-hour variation in price changes. Dynamically varying consumer pricing to match the changing market prices would not improve on the economic efficiency of consumers’ use if consumers cannot observe and respond to those changing prices. However, electricity systems may be able to reflect marginal costs in consumer prices – if only for certain consumers – as technologies emerge to enable more rapid and automated response of demand to market conditions.

Time-of-use pricing, as applicable in Ontario for residential and small commercial consumers, as discussed above, reflects an attempt to approximate hourly variation in the market price of energy. Typically, the prices for specified periods are

---

\(^{34}\) Systems often use sources for generation that differ in the costs of dispatch. For example, the merit order for Alberta’s power pool (see Figure 7) reflects the increasing cost of dispatching blocks of power at higher levels of demand. Since demand varies over the course of an average day (notwithstanding impacts of weather and other idiosyncratic variation in market demand), the marginal cost will vary with the cost for dispatching generation that satisfies demand at any point in time. As well, the availability of different sources for generation will also vary at any point in time – for example, renewable forms of generation face intermittency issues (e.g., wind or solar depend on weather conditions), combustion sources (e.g., natural gas) may require down-time for maintenance, and hydroelectric resources face constraints from hydrological conditions (i.e., available water in a reservoir).

\(^{35}\) A discussion of these challenges is provided by Borenstein, Severin and James B Bushnell. 2019. Do Two Electricity Pricing Wrongs Make a Right? Cost Recovery, Externalities, and Efficiency. Haas Energy Institute Working Paper. Available online: https://haas.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/WP294.pdf. These authors note an additional distortion facing many electricity systems: since pollution is not priced, producers do not internalize such negative externalities in their costs of generation, and consumers similarly do not bear the cost of the pollution from the electricity they consume. However, while the adequacy of pollution charges in Canada is a matter of active current debate, a price applies to greenhouse gas emissions across Canadian provinces (whether levied by the province or the federal government under its “backstop”).
fixed in advance so consumers subject to time-of-use rates can plan their behaviour accordingly.\textsuperscript{36} However, since it is fixed based on the expected average cost of electricity for specified periods (e.g., particular hours on weekdays or weekends and during summer/winter months), such time-of-use pricing will be an imperfect approximation of actual market conditions and will not reflect the costs of generation during high-stress periods (e.g., when low-cost generation is unavailable or demand spikes, owing to climatic conditions).

To more closely align prices with marginal costs, alternatives (or supplements) for forms of dynamic or time-of-use pricing are critical peak pricing and direct load control. Critical peak pricing imposes higher charges during peak events.\textsuperscript{37} That is, during high stress market conditions, a higher charge encourages an economically efficient reduction in consumption by aligning consumer incentives with costs for dispatching more expensive sources of generation and maintaining reserve capacity. Again, in order for this pricing to improve efficiency, infrastructure must exist to alert consumers to peaks and enable them to alter their consumption (e.g., a “smart” meter that monitors market conditions and consumption in real-time).

Direct load control or interruptible rates offer further options for aligning consumer prices with system costs. For example, consumers may accept curtailment of their power consumption in exchange for a reduced rate or rebate during periods of curtailment.

### Efficient Allocation of Fixed System Costs

Secondly, the value of reliability and economies of scale in electricity systems are relevant to the efficient allocation of fixed costs. Specifically, once constructed, the transmission and distribution infrastructure used to deliver electricity is a fixed cost from which all connected consumers benefit regardless of how much electricity is consumed across the system or by a particular consumer. With respect to generation, most consumers place a value on reliable electricity supply – most will pay some premium (e.g., atop the marginal cost of generation at a particular time) in order to have electricity available at any point in time.\textsuperscript{38}

The challenge for the electricity system operators, regulators and providers is to structure rates to efficiently and equitably allocate the recovery of these fixed costs. Specifically, different

---

\textsuperscript{36} Time-of-use rates may also face some challenges with consumer sentiment. For example, even with predictable rate schedules, certain consumers find it cognitively costly to plan their behaviour around the changes in pricing.

\textsuperscript{37} The ICI (discussed at greater length in Box 3 above) is not an efficient or consistent means of imposing critical peak pricing. The ICI is not a charge itself but functions as a reduction in the Global Adjustment charge. As a consequence, the benefit under the ICI for avoiding consumption during the “High-5” hours is neither linked to the costs of dispatching power during those hours nor to savings of reserve capacity for such peak events. Again, Bishop and Dachis (2020) calculate the savings from avoiding consumption during those High-5 hours as roughly $110,000/MWh in 2019. Such savings for a given consumer would presumably far exceed the cost of capacity to match demand, even during those peak hours.

\textsuperscript{38} Reliability involves both in-reserve capacity for generating power and the capacity of transmission and distribution infrastructure to deliver electricity to the given consumer at particular locations on the grid. However, while consumers value reliability, rules within many electricity markets (e.g., caps on wholesale offers and randomized curtailments) result in no individual consumer bearing the full cost of inadequate system capacity. The issues around such “reliability externalities”, as well as the challenges designing mechanisms that both ensure long-run resource adequacy while aligning short-term incentives in electricity markets, is discussed in detail by Wolak, Frank. 2019. Wholesale Electricity Market Design. Available online: https://web.stanford.edu/group/fwolak/cgi-bin/sites/default/files/wolak_November_2019.pdf.
consumers (whether by class or individually) differ in the price-responsiveness of their demand for electricity. Demand from certain consumers is relatively insensitive (in economic terminology, “inelastic”) to higher prices for electricity while other “elastic” consumers will respond to higher prices with greater relative reductions in electricity consumption. If a system allocates fixed costs with uniform prices equal to the average cost for delivering electricity (i.e., the fixed cost divided by the total consumption as a uniform variable charge in $C$ per kWh), this is likely to cause more elastic consumers to reduce consumption, resulting in deadweight loss.

For example, an industrial consumer (particularly in a trade-exposed sector) will be highly attuned to the price for electricity when deciding where and how much to produce. If facing high prices for power in a particular jurisdiction (and assuming all other factors equal), the producer would rationally reduce production accordingly and instead shift production elsewhere.

An illustrative example is given in Figure 38, exhibiting the deadweight loss from pricing at average cost rather than marginal cost.

Nonetheless, the fixed costs of the system must be recovered from consumers. The challenge is to do so while minimizing deadweight loss within an acceptable distributional outcome.

Borenstein (2016) suggests two options for optimally recovering fixed costs: (a) “Ramsey” pricing that discriminates pricing between
consumers based on their relative elasticity of demand; and (b) fixed charges that are independent of the amount of electricity that is consumed.\(^3\)

Under Ramsey pricing, more elastic consumers will face a relatively lower price than less elastic consumers. This reduces deadweight loss while recovering fixed costs – that is, Ramsey pricing allocates fixed costs with less distortion to overall consumption.

While loading fixed costs into variable charges can distort the consumption decision of consumers, fixed charges do not affect the consumption decision, except to the extent fixed charges induce consumers to defect from the system. The practical challenge of fixed charges is setting the charge for each class – particularly when members of a class vary widely in size (and derive different value from transmission, distribution and reliability services). For example, even while households differ in their electricity consumption, electricity consumption across commercial and industrial consumers varies to a much wider degree.\(^4\)

Based on the analysis in this paper, average energy rates in most provinces (which, outside of Ontario and Alberta, imbed recovery of transmission and distribution costs) are highest for residential consumers, followed by small commercial consumers, among the consumer profiles. This is shown in Figure 21 above.

Assuming that large commercial and industrial consumers are more elastic,\(^4\) this generally fits with the Ramsey pricing prescription of lower rates for more elastic consumers.

Notably, as shown in Figure 34 to Figure 36, much of the electricity costs for large commercial and industrial consumers are composed of demand charges. However, Borenstein (2016) argues against demand charges, regarding these as an economically inefficient approach to allocating system costs. A usual rationale given for demand charges is to internalize the fixed costs for maintaining the capacity to serve a particular consumer. Nonetheless, Borenstein (2016) observes that a given consumer’s peak demand may not be coincident with the system peak. In that case, demand charges will create an inefficient incentive for consumers to reduce their peak or average demand. That is, the consumer will reduce its private cost by reducing its demand even though this reduction does not conserve any system capacity.

Finally, demand management programs like Ontario’s ICI (discussed above in Box 3) attempt to associate a price with the peak in system demand. However, as discussed by Bishop & Dachis (2020), the ICI structure provides an inefficiently large incentive to reduce consumption during the top five hours of consumption. The private benefit from reducing consumption in these particular hours


\(^4\) This is evident even from the differences of average consumption within classes across provinces shown in Figure 17 (average residential consumption by province) and Table 2 (reported consumption by consumer class) above.

\(^4\) This is a reasonable assumption given that, compared with households and small businesses, much large commercial and industrial activity is more mobile – at least in the sense that production can be shifted to, or faces competition from producers in, lower cost jurisdictions. As well, with the lower costs to install distributed energy resources, demand across consumer classes may become more responsive to prices. That is, by installing distributed energy resources like rooftop solar generation, a consumer can reduce its variable charges and, possibly, its demand charges. On-site battery storage allows consumers to reduce consumption from the grid during high-priced periods. However, distributed energy resources are available across all consumer classes, and economies of scale presumably favour installation by larger (i.e., commercial and industrial) consumers.
likely far exceeds any savings for the electricity system (i.e., the incremental need for capacity to meet demand in those hours). 42

Competitive System Costs

By comparing both costs facing different consumer profiles and normalized system costs across provinces, this analysis provides insight into the competitiveness of each province’s electricity costs. Electricity is only one consideration for where a business might locate activities. However, if all else is equal, a producer – particularly in a trade-exposed, electricity-intensive industry – will rationally locate production in the jurisdiction where the producer minimizes its electricity costs.

Practically, provinces face different resource endowments and geographic constraints. In particular, the comparative costs of generating electricity can be an important source of comparative advantage for a given province – for example, the access to relatively low-cost hydroelectric resources in Quebec or Manitoba.

However, as evident from the decomposition of system costs for Ontario and Alberta (shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6, respectively), fixed costs for distribution and transmission also contribute significantly to the overall costs of electricity. As well, the market structure and procurement of generation capacity influence the energy costs for a system. For example, as shown in Figure 24, Ontario has experienced growth in energy costs (i.e., the sum of the HOEP and Global Adjustment) of roughly 80 percent over the past decade. As well, Ontario’s energy costs for large commercial consumers (Figure 34) and distribution-connected industrial consumers (Figure 27) exceed those in all other provinces.

Benchmarking all components of system costs across provinces is beyond the scope of this paper. However, based on Alberta’s normalized system costs between 2014 and 2018 (provided in Figure 9), growth in non-energy costs – particularly of transmission and distribution costs – drove overall cost growth over the interval.

In contrast, Ontario saw a significantly lower growth rate for distribution and transmission costs over the same interval. As shown in Figure 5, growth of Ontario’s normalized system costs from 2014 to 2018 was driven by growth in energy costs per MWh – particularly of the costs of contracts and regulated rates aggregated into the Global Adjustment.

Finally, large differences between provinces’ costs for generating electricity point to the potential for reducing consumer costs by increasing the trade of electricity between provinces. Increasing such inter-provincial trade is dependent both on market rules and the necessary transmission infrastructure. 43 Any price advantage of importing electricity generated in another province will be offset by the amortized cost of the transmission infrastructure for accessing that electricity. The fixed costs of that infrastructure will also need to be recovered.

42 Specifically, because the ICI allows an industrial facility to reduce its share of the Global Adjustment based on its share of power during the five hours with the greatest demand during a given year, consuming power during those peak hours represented a cost of approximately $110,000/MWh in 2019. With such excessive costs around peaks, the ICI contributes to increased volatility for directly connected industrial loads as certain consumers chase the same peaks. See: Bishop, Grant and Benjamin Dachis. 2020. “Ontario Industrial Power Prices are Set to Spike: A Four-part Reform,” C.D. Howe Institute Intelligence Memo. Available online: https://www.cdhowe.org/intelligence-memos bishop-dachis-%E2%80%93-ontario-industrial-power-prices-are-set-spike-four-part-reform.

PART VI

CONCLUSION

This paper has provided a comparison of the costs of electricity across provinces – for provincial systems overall, as well as for representative profiles across residential, commercial, industrial and farm consumers. The analysis showed the significant variation in normalized system costs overall – from an estimated $70/MWh in Quebec and Newfoundland & Labrador to $143/MWh in Ontario for the 2018 year.

The analysis of components of systems’ costs and consumers’ rates revealed that growth in Alberta’s system costs and consumer rates was primarily driven by increases in transmission and distribution costs while heightened energy costs (through the growing Global Adjustment) drove increased costs in Ontario.

A comparison of average unit electricity costs exhibited that transmission-connected industrial consumers face the lowest costs in most provinces. The exception is Ontario where generous taxpayer-funded rebates have reduced costs for residential and small commercial consumers.

The analysis also broke down the proportion of each consumer classes’ electricity costs across energy, variable, fixed and demand charges. This exhibited the degree to which these components contribute to cost differences between provinces. For example, Ontario’s large commercial and distribution-connected industrial consumers face higher electricity costs than in any other province, and Ontario’s outsized costs for these consumers in turn result from energy costs that exceed those in all other provinces. As well, compared with other provinces, Ontario residential consumers face relatively low electricity costs as a result of taxpayer-funded rebates.

Finally, this paper has highlighted policy considerations around electricity rates – specifically, the alignment of consumer prices with marginal costs, the efficient allocation of fixed costs, and the competitive implications of inter-provincial differences in the costs of electricity.
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